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IDENTIFYING DYNAMIC DISCRETE DECISION PROCESSES

BY THIERRYMAGNACAND DAVIDTHESMAR1

1. INTRODUCTION
OVER THE LASTDECADE,the number of econometric applications using structural models of dynamic discrete choice has been growing quickly. These models allow economists
to simulate the consequences of economic policies affecting education, labor market transitions, retirement decisions, or fertility choices (see, for example, Keane and Wolpin
(1996), Eckstein and Wolpin (1989)). Little is known however about the identification of
these models except that they are generically not identified (Rust (1994)).
In this paper, we analyze the nonparametric identification of dynamic discrete choice
models. Our methodology is based on the insight of Hotz and Miller (1993) that Bellman
equations can be interpreted as moment conditions. We consider cases with and without
unobserved heterogeneity. Not only do we show that these models are not identified (Rust
(1994)), we are also able to determine their exact degree of underidentification. We begin
with the case without correlated unobserved heterogeneity. Using Bellman equations as
moment conditions, we show that utility functions in each alternative cannot be (nonparametrically) identified as long as the following structural parameters are not set: the
distribution function of unobserved preference shocks, the discount rate, and the current
and future preferences in one (reference) alternative. We also investigate how exclusion
or parametric restrictions can provide identifying restrictions. As the identification proof
is constructive, a simple method of moment estimator can be derived and overidentifying restrictions can be tested. Provided that one is willing to make stronger identifying
assumptions, dynamic discrete choice modelling is thus little different from the continuous case. Bellman equations can be used to recover deep structural parameters as are
Euler equations. We continue by exploring a case where the unobserved component of
preferences is correlated over time. Even if the functional degree of underidentification
of this model is larger, we present reasonable identifying assumptions that lead to the
same identification results as without unobserved heterogeneity. The same methodology
using moment conditions is applied.
This paper expands upon the work in Rust (1994), where the generic nonidentification
result is stated. We use a slightly different model. In our case, agents' preferences have
unobservable and possibly persistent components. The constructive aspect of our proof
allows us to interpret Rust's underidentification result and to propose identifying restrictions. On the technical side, the insights for our identification strategy are borrowed from
the works of Hotz and Miller (1993), Hotz et al. (1994), and Altug and Miller (1998). We
1 We would like to acknowledge helpful comments by three anonymous referees, helpful discussions
with G. van den Berg, J. M. Dufour, A. Kirman, F Kramarz, V. Patilea, and participants in seminars
at CREST, University College, LSE, Louvain-la-Neuve, Montreal, Madrid, Toulouse, Cergy-Pontoise,
Orl6ans, Marseille, and in the following conferences: ESEM, Berlin, JAE, Rotterdam, SED, Alghero,
and ESRC, Bristol. The usual disclaimer applies.
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express Bellman equations as moment conditions in a different way than they do. This
allows us to dispense with the existence of an absorbing state or simulation procedures,
and to investigate identification, an issue not previously addressed by these authors. Furthermore, correlated unobserved heterogeneity is only considered in some applications
using maximum likelihood methods and backward induction (Keane and Wolpin (1996),
Eckstein and Wolpin (1999)). These procedures are computer intensive and their degree
of complexity is large (Rust (1996)). The way these models are identified is not clear
because it is more difficult to discuss identification in a maximum likelihood framework.
Our paper also bears some resemblance to Cameron and Heckman (1998), who develop
identification results in a dynamic setting with correlated additive fixed effects. In their
framework however, agents are assumed to be myopic and semiparametric preferences
are assumed.
Section 2 establishes the theoretical model without correlated individual effects.
Section 3 provides the main proposition about identification and provides estimable
moment conditions. In Section 4, the identifying power of various restrictions is analyzed. Section 5 provides the extension to a case where individual effects are correlated.
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2.

THE THEORETICAL

SET-UP

This section presents the general class of dynamic discrete decision models on which
we focus in this paper. We first define notations, state assumptions on preferences and
expectations, and derive Bellman equations that are the structural restrictions in a dynamic
and stochastic framework. Second, we define identification.
2.1. The StructuralModel
Consider a decision maker whose intertemporal utility is additively time separable and
whose instantaneous preferences are defined over a discrete set of alternatives i E I =
{ 1,... , K}. Within-period utility functions are not restricted, even by general constraints
such as monotonicity or concavity restrictions (Matzkin (1994)).
State variables that the decision maker considers are denoted h. Some of them, called
x, can be observed by the econometrician.2 Others are random preference shocks 8=
(81, . . ., 8K) in each alternative i. Let h = (x, 8). Within a period, the sequence of events
is the following. At the beginning of the period, both x and 8 are revealed to the agent
who then chooses an alternative d = i, and gets the utility value ui(x, Si). Next period
state variables h' = (x', 8') are then drawn conditional on h = (x, 8) and the observed
decision, d = i. In other words, h is assumed to follow a Markov process of order one.3
We also restrict the way preferences, ui, depend on si:
AsSUMPTION AS (Additive Separability): Instantaneous utilityfunctions are given by

Vi E I,

u (x, )= U (X)+Si,

2 Time is assumed to be one of these observed state variables in order to simplify the presentation.

3 The only loss of generality could be that random shocks are Markov of higher order. See below
assumption (CI) to rule out this case.
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where:
(i) ?

= (?.

E(si

,.

SK)

is mean-independent
of x:

x) = O.

(ii) Its cumulativedistribution
function,denotedG, is absolutelycontinuouswithrespect
to theLebesguemeasurein RK.
Along with AssumptionCI statedbelow,AssumptionAS(i) ensuresthat
E(ui(x,

?)|x) =

ui(x,

) -?i

can be interpretedas a structuralparameter,that is to say, as the part of the utility
functionthat dependson the observablestatevariables.As for AS(ii), some authors(Hotz
and Miller (1993), for instance)considerthat the distributionfunctionG dependson x.
Thisimplies,for example,that the varianceof randompreferencesdependson x. In order
to reduce expositorynoise as much as possible,we omit this dependencebecause our
resultsare affectedby this assumptionin an obviousway that we will brieflydiscusslater
on. Finally,absolutecontinuityof G must hold if we want the economicmodel to have a
uniqueoptimalsolutionfor all ? (except in a set of Lebesgue-measurezero). This result
has been establishedin the staticdiscretecase by Koningand Ridder(1996).4
Next,we need to makeassumptionson how agents'beliefs (noted /t) are relatedto real
life transitionprobabilitiesof h = (x, s). To focus on the identifyingpower of intertemporal optimization,we assume that expectationsare perfect (see Buchinskyand Leslie
(1997) for the implicationsof alternativeexpectationformationprocesses):
ASSUMPTION PE: Agentshaveperfectexpectations
on the law of motionfrom h = (x, 9)
and d = ito h = (x', 9'). Thatis, for all h, d = i, h':

ft(h'Ih, d = i) = Pr(h'Ih, d = i).

As time is includedin the observablestate variablex, PE implicitlymeans that macro
shocksare knownex ante by agents.It is quite a strongassumptionthoughnot surprising.
In the Eulerequationframework,it is indeedthe basisof the Chamberlain(1984)critique.
Cross-sectionidentifyingrestrictionsgiven by Euler equations are valid only if macro
shocksand the way agentsperceivethem are restricted.As we are lookingfor conditions
for cross-sectionidentificationin Discrete Decision Process (DDP) models, it is natural
to beginwith the case where macroshocksare known.
In this set-up,perfectexpectationscannotbe derivedfrom a learningprocessbased on
observations(Manski(1993)).The optimaldecisionis a deterministicfunctionof the current statevariablesH = (x, ?). Out of equilibriumeventshave,therefore,zero probability.
Transitionprobabilitiesconditionalon out of equilibriumevents cannotbe observed,and
futurepayoffsof decisionscannotbe learned.In such a set-up,agents'beliefs have to be
exogenouslycoordinatedon the true transitionprobabilities.
It is however possible to reconcile perfect expectationsand learning in this set-up
providedwe make the followingadditionalassumption:
ASSUMPTION CI (ConditionalIndependenceAssumption):Randompreferenceshocks
at twoperiods?' and ? are independentconditionalon (x, d = i).
4Note

that

? =

that proof of nonidentification given in Rust (1994) does not apply here since he assumes
0.
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ConditionCI ensuresthat all unobservablestatevariablesare independent.The econometriciancan observeall statevariablesthatdisplaysome persistence.In the last sectionof
this paper,we relaxAssumptionCI. Its usualinterpretationis that it rulesout unobserved
heterogeneity(Rust (1994)) and dynamicselection biases as in Cameronand Heckman
(1998).
ProvidedCI holds, the transitionmatrixof the processgoverning(x, 8) is writtenas
Pr(h' I h, d) = Pr(x', ?' IX, d)
so that conditionalprobabilitiescan be inferredby the agent from observingother selfs
(Manski(1993)) and futurepayoffsof currentdecisionscan be computed.
As a consequenceof assumptionsAS, CI, and PE, Bellmanequationsrelatingcurrent
value functionsin each alternativeand futurevalue functionsare:
(l)

X, d =

Vi(X, ?)=Ui (X) + Si + PE (max Vj(X', ?)

i)

where f3is the discountfactor.FromAssumptionPE, the agent integrateswith respectto
the true distributionfunctionof future state variablesx', ?', conditionalon d = i and x.
From(1), value functionscan be decomposedas
Vi(X, )V

(X)+ Si

and the deterministicpart, v*(x), is the solutionto
(2)

v' (x)=u

(x)?3E(max(v(x')?+)

x,d=i),

which,in the following,we shall improperlycall Bellmanequations.
2.2. Definitionof Identification
We define and prove resultsin the two-periodcase althoughthe argumentcan easily
be extendedto any finite numberof periods.To fix ideas, in the following,we consider
the discreteand finite case.
ASSUMPTIONDS (DiscreteSupportAssumption):Thesupportof first-period
statevariables x (resp.second-periodx') is X (resp.X'). Thejoint supportX = X UX' is discrete
andfinite, i.e.,
X = {xi,

*

,X#X}-

Under DS, the identificationof the structuralform boils down to the identificationof
the values of the utility function and the transitionprobabilitiesat a finite numberof
points only. It is, however,easy to adapt the proofs of identificationthat follow, to the
case, for instance,where the set X is a compactset and the functionsto be identifiedare
continuouslydifferentiable.5
5 It seems, however, natural to consider the discrete case first, since decisions take their values in a
discrete and finite set {1, . . ., K}. Thus, histories inherently have discrete components. Furthermore,
DS allows us to abstract from the identifying power of continuity and differentiability restrictions (as
studied by Matzkin (1994)).
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The dataprovideus with the followingfunction:
v(d, d')

J2, V(x, x') e X xX

Pr(d',x', d lx) = Pr(d'Ix') Pr(x'lx,d) . Pr(dIx).
First,it shouldbe noted that structuraltransitionprobabilities,Pr(x'lx,d), combinedwith
AssumptionPE on agent'sexpectations,directlypermitsidentificationof agents'beliefs
about the Markovprocess from x, d to x'. To simplifythe notation, we now remove
this structuralobject from the list of parametersto be identified.Other deep structural
parametersaffect choice probabilitiesPr(dl ), i E X. These parametersare:
(i) Currentbehavior:the currentperiod utilityfunctions,(u*(x), . . . , u* (x)), for all
x E X.

(ii) Futurebehavior:secondperiodvaluefunctions,(v*(x'), . . . , v*(x')), for all x' E X'
and the discountrate f3.
(iii) Expectations:
the subjectivebelief over the Markovprocess of preferenceshocks,
x(' IX') which is equal to G by Assumption PE.

Second period value functionsare structuralobjects here because we focus on short
panel identification.In a model of longertime span,theywouldbe interpretedas reduced
forms of future preferences.In our short panel context, the structureof the model is
thereforedefinedby parameters:
b = {u*(X),.

. . , UK(X), v*(X'),

where f (X) is a short-cut for {f (x), V x

E

. . , v*(XY), G, f3}

X}.

A structureb, combinedwith Bellman equations (2) permits computationof value
functionsv(ic; b) for all x E X and i E I. The agent is rationaland chooses alternativei
if and only if i yields the maximumvalue. Let pi(i; b) be the probabilitythat the agent
chooses d = i given the structureb and observedstate variablei:
(3)

V(x, i)EkX

I,

pi(xT;b) =Pr (vi*(xT;b)
+s?i=max(v*(xT;

b)+s?j)lIX,b)

Predictedbehaviorpi (x; b) is called the reducedform of the structuralmodel. If the true
structureis bo,reducedform choice probabilitiesmust equal those observed:
V(x, d),

Pr(d|x) = Pd(x; bo).
Data

Model

To define identification,we startwith the notion of observationalequivalencebetween
two structuresb and b' if they lead to the same reducedforms.
DEFINITION (Observationalequivalence):Let B be the set of structuresb, and let <=?e
denote observational
equivalence.Let two structures(b, b') E B2:

b z

b'

if and only if V(x, d),

pd(x;

b') =

pd(x;

b).

In other words,the model does not make predictionsthat differenough to select one
of the two structures.The model is thus said to be identifiedby the data if it is always
possibleto discriminateamongtwo structures.
DEFINITION(Identification): The model is identified if and only if
Vb,b'EB2,

(b?? b') =(b=b').
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RESULTS AND ESTIMATION

IDENTIFICATION

We are now in a positionto state the identificationresult.
3.1. Identification
For any i E X, denote the vector of choice probabilitiesp (x) = (p1(i),. .. ,K
)
and the vectorof value functionsv*(x) = (v (x), . . . , vK(i)). Given G, equation(3) maps
v*(x) into pb(x).Hotz and Miller(1993) show that these equationscan be invertedas
(4)

V(X, i) E

v' (X) = v4(i)+qi

X X I,

(j();

G)

where qi(.) are functionsmappingthe simplexset in
derived from G only and by definition,

qK(.)

DRKonto

1R.These functionsare

= 0. Furthermore, q = (ql, .. - ,

qK).

Forgiven G and v*(XY),then it is alwayspossibleto recoverv'(X'), i < K, fromchoice
probabilitiesp(X'). From(4), we get
(5)

(v*(X'),..

If z

= (z1,..

K,Z),

v*1(X')) = p(p(X'); VK(X')).
we also definefunctionR: 8K _> R such that
,

R(z; G) = EG max(zi+ si -

8K)

zeI

Using this definitionand (4), we rewriteBellmanequations(2):
1: Bellmanequations(2) can be expressed
for any i E {1,...

LEMMA

(6)

,

K - 1} as

u*(x) = UK(X)- P(E(v*(x') Ix, d = i) -E(v* (x') Ix, d = K))
+ qi(1b(x);G) - f3(E(R(q(j5(x');G); G) Ix, d = i))
-E((R(q(p5(x'); G); G) Ix, d = K)).

PROOF: See AppendixA.

ThislemmaprovesthatBellmanequationscan be writtenin termsof (i) utilityfunctions
(u*(X),... , u 1(X)), (ii) the other deep structuralparametersf3,G, u*(X), v*(X'),
and (iii) the choice probabilitiespb(X)= (p1(X),... , PK(X)), which are observedfrom
the data.The last Bellmanequationin (2) definesVK(X) as a functionof b (see Appendix
A) and is thereforenot informativeas VKis not a structuralparameter.Lemma1 therefore
providesa mappingbetweenthe dataand the utilityfunctionsin the firstK-1 alternatives
at a givenvalue of the other structuralparameters.More formally:
(7)

(u*(X), .

,

u*1(X)) = 0(j(X),

utility functions

data

,T;

3, G, u*(X), v (X'))
other structure

where iT(= Pr(X' IX, I)) are the structuraltransitionprobabilitiesdefinedin the previous
section and overwhichthe expectationoperatorin (6) is taken.Identificationcan now be
characterized:
PROPOSITION 2: Let C = {clc = (13,G, u*(X), v*(X'))} be the set of possiblediscount
factors,randompreferenceshocksd.f. andpreferencesin the referencealternative.

(i) Fix c

data p (X).

E

C. There exists only one vector (u*(X), . . . , u* 1(X)) compatible with the
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(ii) Dynamicdiscretechoicemodelsare not identified.For twodifferentelementsof C, it
is alwayspossibleto find otherstructural
parametersand, in particular,utilityfunctions,that
are compatiblewithgivendata:
Vc, c' eC xC,

{+(.; c), p(.; c), c}

{+(.; c'), p(.;c'), c'}

where / and iD are definedin (5) and (7).
PROOF: See AppendixB.

This propositionshows that utility functions are far from identified.The degree of
is largesince it consistsin f3,G and preferencesin the referencealterunderidentification
native (u* (X), vj(X')). It would be even largerif G or f3were to dependon x.
An implicationof Proposition2 is well knownin the literature.Manski(1993, p. 129)
provesthatthe discountrate is not identifiedbecauseanyDDP model (i.e. f30 0) is observationallyequivalentto a static model (i.e. f3= 0). To some extent, terminalconditions
mattertoo, since futurepreferencesv* (X') in the referencealternativeare necessaryto
identifycurrentpreferences.Below we discussmore extensivelythe identifyingpower of
terminaldate restrictions.
Yet, the arbitrarinessof futurepreferencesin the referencealternativeis "less"important than the arbitrarinessof f3 and G. Assume now that v*(X') is unknown.An interestingstructuralobjectcan still be identified.RearrangingequationsfromLemma3.1, we
see that Vi E {1, . . , K-1}:
(8)

qi(j3(x);G) - f3(E(R(q(p(x'); G); G) Ix, d = i))
-E((R(q(pi(x'); G); G) Ix, d = K))
-

[I (x) + PE(v(x')

Ix, d = i)] -[U(x)

+ PE(V

(x') Ix, d = K)]

_Ui(x).

Given f3and G, the left-handside can be identified.The right-handside, Ui(x), measures
the differencebetween the expectedvalues of two sequences of choices: first, choose i
now, K tomorrow,and behaveoptimallyafterwards;second,choose K now and tomorrow
and behaveoptimallyafterwards.In the following,we call Ui(.) the currentvaluefunction
of i. It is identifiedeven if futurepreferencesare not restricted.
COROLLARY3: Fix f3 and G. Then, Vi E {1, . . . , K - 1}, Ui(X) can be uniquely recoveredfrom the data.
This corollary clarifies the difference between results that can be obtained in the static
case (13= 0) and in the dynamic case (130 0). In the static model, equation (8) means
that the difference between the levels of utility functions, u*(.) - u*(.), is equal to Ui(.).
It is therefore identified. In the dynamic case however, differences between levels cease
to be identified unless the continuation value function VK (X') of the reference alternative
is given.
In the next section, we examine other identifying restrictions after using Lemma 3.1 to
infer an estimation strategy of the current value function Ui(.).
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3.2. Estimation Strategy
The construction of our identification proof suggests a method-of-moment estimation
strategy in two steps. Bellman equations from Lemma 3.1 are analogous to Euler equations in the continuous choice case. As in Hotz and Miller (1993), the first step consists
in estimating choice probabilities p(X). Denote P,1(X) such an estimate, which under
assumption DS, is the shares of chosen alternatives in the subsamples where x = xs.
The second step differs. Hotz and Miller (1993) and Hotz et al. (1994) express expected
continuation values as functions of all future utilities that are parametric functions. Hotz
and Miller (1993) show that, if a state is absorbing, expected continuation values are
functions of both next-period utilities and choice probabilities. In Lemma 3.1, we proved
that expected continuation values are functions of choice probabilities only. We use the
resulting equations as the only moment conditions of the problem.
Suppose first that p(X) is known. Given arbitraryvalues for f3 and G, for every observation such that d = i, we can compute:
Yi = qi(13(x))

-

P3R(q(13(x'))).

Remark that (8) implies that
Ui(x) = E(Yj Ix, d = i)-E(YK

Ix, d = K).

We can therefore estimate Ui(X) using subsamples of individuals having chosen d=
1,.. .,K since
Y =E(Y

I x,d=i)+,qi

where E(QriIx, d = i) = 0. This corresponds to the Euler equation but in a discrete case.
Moreover, subsamples are independent and the estimations of E(Y1 Ix, d = i) and E(YK
x, d = K) are independent.
In fact, variables Yi cannot be computed from the data since 13(X) is unknown. What
can be computed from the data is the quantity
Yin= qi(P, (x)) -O3R(q (P, (x'))) The empirical model can therefore be rewritten as
+
Yi,t=E(Yi Ix, d = i) + qjiTiv,
where win = Yni- Yni is the sampling error of the first step. Results concerning twostep estimates should therefore be used (Newey and McFadden (1994)). The different
equations are not independent any longer since the presence of P,,(x) in all equations
induces cross-equation correlations.
4.

IDENTIFYING

POWER OF VARIOUS RESTRICTIONS

In this section, we evaluate the identifying power and testability of restrictions that are
used in the literature on dynamic discrete decision processes. We start with showing that
some usual assumptions like the presence of absorbing states or terminal dates, do not
have additional identifying power. We continue by examining the identifying power given
by exclusion restrictions or parametric restrictions.
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4.1. AbsorbingStatesand TerminalDates
It is often assumedthat one state is absorbing(e.g., Hotz and Miller (1993)). Let K
(the referencealternative)be the absorbingstate. The future choice set is restrictedto
{K} when alternativeK is chosen in the currentperiod. The Kth Bellman equationis
then written:
V*(x) = uK(x) +?1E(v*(x')

Ix, d = K),

whichimpliesthat E(R(q(p(x'); G); G) Ix, d = K) = 0. This restrictionis not informative
aboutthe structureb. It is indeed testablefrom the data.
It is often assumedin the literatureon maximumlikelihood estimationof dynamic
discretechoices that some date T is a terminaldate. Assume that value functionsat T
in some alternativesi are knownand equal to vi(T)*(.)(Keane and Wolpin(1996), Belzil
and Hansen (1997)). If choice probabilitiescan be recoveredfrom the data at date T,
these restrictionsare testableunlessthey only concernthe value functionof the reference
alternativevi(T)*(.). Yet, this last restrictionon v(T)*(.) would fall far short of solvingthe
underidentification
problem.From Proposition3.2, in order to identifyutilityfunctions,
assumptionson preferencesin the referencealternativeindeed have to be made at every
period.
4.2. ExclusionRestrictions
or Parametric
Restrictions
To identifyf3,restrictionscan be imposedby excludingone variablefrom currentvalue
functionsas we now show.An exclusionrestrictiontakes the form
R: (x1, X2) E X2, 3 i E I such that: x1

X2

and Ui(x1) = Ui(x2).

Then we have the followingproposition.
PROPOSITION 4: Fix G. Add the exclusion restrictionR to the set of structuralrestrictions
of the model. Provided a rank condition given in the proof is satisfied, Ui(X) and f3 are just
or over identified.
PROOF: Use (8) for (i, x1) and (i,x2) and subtract. As Ui(x1) = Ui(x2), it yields a
linear equation in f3 where f3 is the only unknown. The coefficient f3 can be determined
provided the following coefficient:
[E(R(q(p5(x'))
-[E(R(q(p(x'))

I H = xl, d = i))
IH

= X2,

-

E(R(q(pb(x'))

d = i))

-

I H = xl, d = K))]

E(R(q(p(x'))

IH

= X2,

d = K))]

is different from 0. If there are more than one exclusion restrictions and corresponding
rank conditions, f3 is overidentified.
Q.E.D.
Stationarity of current value functions is a particular case of exclusion restrictions when
there are more than two periods. Assume that there are three periods and apply Corollary
3 to show that Ui(X) and Ui(X') are identified. Stationarity implies restriction R, since
there exist x5 E X, xS, E X', and i such that Ui(xs) = Ui(xs,).
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Finally, parametric restrictions on utility functions are very often used (Hotz and Miller
(1993), Keane and Wolpin (1996)).6 As our framework consists of using equations (8) as
moment conditions, these restrictions can readily be implemented and tested.7
5. CORRELATED

FIXED EFFECTS

In this section, we consider that preferences are affected by correlated fixed effects.
The reader might not be surprised that the underidentification result carries over to this
case. More interestingly, we present identifying restrictions that are sufficient to identify
structural parameters and the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity.
For internal consistency reasons, perfect expectations (assumption PE) need to be
grounded in observation. Therefore, agents need to have beliefs about the distribution
of random shocks ? and the transition probabilities conditional on their own fixed effect
(Manski (1992)). An example of such beliefs is that these probability distributions do not
depend on the fixed effect (Assumptions CI and AS). When observation of the types of
the other agents is not possible, agents cannot refute these latter beliefs against the general alternative that shocks s are correlated. Therefore, under the assumption that the
agents believe in the absence of permanent heterogeneity, AS and CI become untestable.
When agents can observe the fixed effects of other agents, they can infer probability
distributions conditional on types. They can therefore refute AS and CI. In this context,
knowledge of their own types allows agents to form more accurate expectations and gives
them an informational advantage over econometricians.
5.1. The General Framework
The type of the agent is described by a one-dimensional state variable 6, constant over
time. It is observed by all other agents but not by the econometrician. Therefore, the state
space is modified and described by h = (x, 6, ?). Assumptions of additive separability,
conditional independence and perfect expectations, are amended to make them conditional on observed state variables x and the type of the agent. In other words, we replace
x in AS, CI, and PE by (x, 6). In a world where there are as many Bellman equations as
unobserved types, equation (2) can be rewritten as
(9)()v*.

)
(vt (x', H)+ ?s ) I d = i, x, H)
i (x, H)= u*(x, H)+ PE (maxd=iixi

The difficulty with respect to the homogenous case arises from the presence of dynamic
selection or endogeneity biases (Cameron and Heckman (1998), Taber (2000)) because
one state-variable, 6, remains unobserved by the econometrician. Observed histories and
random shocks are no longer independent. The additivity in 6 of u*(x, 6) can be used to
identify structural parameters if the decision maker is myopic as shown by Cameron and
Heckman. In the general case, however, the value function v*(x, 6), given by equation
(9), is not linear in 6 even if u*(x, 6) is linear in 6 because of the convexity of the maxoperator. Cameron and Heckman's proof should therefore be extended to account for
nonmyopic behavior.
6 In our case where the support is discrete, a parametric specification means that the utility functions are functions of a number of parameters that is strictly less than the number of support points
of S times K - 1. They are therefore equivalent to exclusion restrictions.
7 Parametric restrictions cannot be used to identify d.f. G because histories have discrete support
(see Manski (1988)).
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5.2. The Degree of Underidentification
To highlight the main issues, we will, from now on, restrict the model and consider
only two alternatives. Preferences in the reference alternative (u2(X, 6), v2(X', 6)) are
assumed to be equal to zero and state 2 is absorbing. Instantaneous utility in alternative
1 is given by

u1(h) = u*(x, H)+?l.
Moreover, suppose that 6 can only take8 two values, 0 and 1, and that, at the initial
date, the distribution r(H Ix) = r(H) is independent of x. We first focus on the case where
the heterogeneity, 6, only affects preferences, and not the transition process of h = (x, 8):
(10)

Pr(x' Ix, d, H)= Pr(x' I x, d)

and

G(s 6) = G(s).

Even under these stringent assumptions, there are dynamic selection biases since tastes
are correlated over time. The structural equations at two dates 0 and 1 are summarized
in the following lemma:
LEMMA 5: Let G be a distributionfunction, and q and R the associated two mappings as
defined in Section 3.1. Denote p(x, 6) as the probabilityof choosing alternative 1 conditional
on type 6, and s(x) as the unconditional (observed)probability. Then:

(11)

[ut(x, 6) = q(p(x, 6); G) -P3E(R(q(p(x', 6); G); G) I d = 1, x),
| s(x) = p(x, 1)r(1) + p(x, O)r(O);

ISW
s(x') - p(x',
X.1

6 = 0, 1;

(X, 1)r(1) +
p(x,0 )r(0)
+p(x,O0)
s(x)
s(x)

PROOF: See Appendix C.

The first line comes from the Bellman equations, as in Lemma 3.1. The difference now
is that there are two such equations for alternative 1, because there are two unobserved
types. The following lines relate the choice probabilities s(x), identifiable as a population
parameter, to the unknown type dependent choice probabilities. These Bayes equations
provide additional structural restrictions that have to be satisfied. The difference in weights
between periods of the two types in the population illustrates the presence of dynamic
selection.
Given these moment conditions, the degree of underidentification is given by
Proposition 6.
PROPOSITION 6: Fix G and f3.Let p(x', 1) and p(x, 1) be two arbitrarychoice probabilities taking their values between 0 and 1 such that 3 ao > 0 and

(12)

min(

S(( ))l

(13)
(13)

~ s(x)
~P(X,1) (P(A.I
mm ((x'

s(x) )>ao,
1PX,1))Sx')~

> o

Consider an arbitraryvalue 0 < r(1) < ao. Then ut(x, 6) is just identified.
8 It does not seem that the extensionto anygivennumberof typeschangesthe resultsthat follow.
The restrictionon the valuesof 0 is of limitedimpactsince the locationand scale of utilityfunctions
are not identifiedbecauseG is not identified.
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PROOF: Considerthe second equationin (11). As r(O)= 1 - r(1), equation (12) and
0 < r(1) < ao implythat 0 < p(x, 0) < 1. Considerthe thirdequationin (11). Then equation (13) and 0 < r(1) < ao implythat 0 < p(x', 0) < 1. Thereforethe second and third
equationsyield a consistentvalue for p(x, 0) and p(x', 0). Now replace all these quantities in the firstequationof (11) for 0 = 0, 1.
Q.E.D.

Somewhatunsurprisingly,
Bellmanequationscannotprovideidentifyingrestrictionsfor
more than one type of agent. The behaviorof one of the groupscan thereforebe considered as almost arbitraryprovidedthat conditions(12) and (13) are satisfied.These
conditionscome fromthe additionalstructureimposedby Bayesequationsin Lemma5.1.
5.3. Identifying
Restrictions
We now investigatethe identifyingpower of two popularrestrictions.We first assume
the additivityof the individualeffect in utility:
V(x, H), ut(x, H)= ut(x) + H.
Second, we impose a weak form of terminalcondition:from a certainperiod onwards,
unobservedtypes do not affect utility levels. For the sake of simplicity,let us consider
three periods0, 1, and 2. Let x" denote observed(by the econometrician)historyat time
2. Then assumethat
V(x",6),

u (x", 6) = 1(

PROPOSITION
7: Given G, f, r(1) and the twopreviousrestrictions(additivityand terminalcondition),andprovidedsome rankconditionsare satisfied,the utilityfunctionut(.)
is just identifiedat periods0 and 1.
PROOF: See Appendix D.

The set of momentconditionsgiven in Lemma5 still formsthe basis of this result.We
have seen in Proposition6 that for given G, 1, and r(1), utilitiesare identifiedprovided
we fix two choiceprobabilityfunctionsp(x', 1) andp(x, 1). The degreeof underidentification thereforeconsistsof two elementsof the set Y of functionsmappingthe state space
into ]0, 1[. By relatingutilityfunctionsof the two types,the additivityrestrictionreduces
this degreeby one elementof W.Excludingheterogeneityat date 2 yieldsthe same reduction in dimensionality.The two parameters13and r(1) remain unidentified.They can
neverthelessbe identifiedby imposingtwo exclusionrestrictionsas in Section4.2.
Finally,the relaxationof assumption(10) can be investigated.Unobservedheterogeneity could affect transitionprobabilitiesPr(x' Ix, d, 6) and not preferencesif we consider
the opposite case to the one just discussed.In this case, the analysisis similar.Begin by
expressingthe momentconditionsand countingthe degree of functionalunderidentificaFor
tion. Then imposeidentifyingrestrictionsto matchthe degree of underidentification.
instance,the assumptionaboveon terminaldatescouldbe translatedinto equaltransition
probabilitiesfor the two groupsfrom a terminaldate onwards.The additivityassumption
is not more difficultto translate.It consistsof a givendeterministicrelationshipthat exists
between the transitionprobabilityfunctionsof the two groups.The identificationresult
followsfrom this.
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6. CONCLUSION
It is well known that dynamic discrete choice models are underidentified. The good
news is that the degree of underidentification can be determined and the power of popular
identifying restrictions, both with and without correlated fixed effects, can be investigated.
The degree of underidentification consists of the discount factor, the distribution function of random shocks in preferences, and preferences in a reference alternative. We show
that, unlike the static case, the differences between utility levels are not identified. In the
absence of further information on value function levels, currentvaluefuinctionsare the only
structural object that can be identified. Imposing a terminal date or assuming the existence of an absorbing state does not carry identifying power, while imposing exclusion or
parametric restrictions allows us to identify the discount factor. The degree of underidentification is even larger in the case with unobserved heterogeneity. However, in this case,
additivity of individual effects and a weak terminal condition are shown to be powerful
identifying restrictions.
The identification strategy based on moments naturally leads to the construction of
method-of-moment estimators that can be implemented even with correlated individual
effects. We are not advocating the unconditional use of methods of moments to estimate
these models; however, moment condition analysis is shown to be a very powerful tool to
investigate identification. Given that a model is identified, other methods such as maximum likelihood or iterated method of moments (Aguirregabiria and Mira (2000)) could
be used for estimation purposes. The comparison of the statistical properties of maximum
likelihood and method of moments, as well as their numerical aspects would be a useful
exercise (see Hotz et al. (1994)). With its different set of moment conditions, our analysis
could help to shed new light on this issue. A Monte Carlo investigation of both methods
is clearly needed but left for further research.
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Thiery.Magnac@ens.fr
and
INSEE and CREST, 15 Boulevard Gabriel Peri, 92245 Malakoff Cedex, France;
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Manulscript
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Start from Bellman equations (2). The expected future value function can be written as

E(maxvj(x',')

d = i, x) = E(EG(maxvj(x',i') x') d

EG(max Vj(X',

)x
|X)=EG

ix)

where

(VK(X, ? I|X ) + EG(max(vj (X', ? )-VK (X, ? ) I X )

=

VA,(x')+ EG(max(v (x') - v (x') +

=

v (x') + R(W(x'); G)

-

| X')
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-v- . This new expression of
by definition of R(.; G) and where w = (w,
WK-1, 0), and W=
the continuation value is then plugged back into (2). After subtracting v< (x) from both right and left
sides, we get, for i < K:

(14)

?E(R(wv(x'))
wi(x) = u*(x) +

I x, d = i) + PE(vj (x') Ix, d = i) -V, (x),

and for the reference alternative K,
(15)

v%(x) = u* (x) ?PE(R(tb(x'))
+

Ix, d = K) + PEE(v*(x') Ix, d = K).

We replace v7 (x) in (14) by (15) and we use (4) to prove the result.

Q.E.D.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
The proof is by construction. Fix c c C. As G is fixed, derive functions q and R. As ,B, u (X), and
v7((X') are fixed, Bellman equations (6) define a unique vector (U1(X), . . . , W - (X)) as a function
of the data. Equation (5) also defines a unique vector (v*(X')... . V, I(X')). Therefore, for any
c E C, b = b(c) is defined uniquely as a function of c and observationally equivalent to b' = b(c') for
Q.E.D.
any c' EC.
APPENDIX

C: PROOF OF LEMMA 5

The only informative Bellman equation concerns alternative 1. Using it*(X, 0) = 0 and v (X', 0) =
0, Lemma 1 yields
(16)

q(p(x, 0); G) = it*(x, 0) +/PE(R(q(p(x', 0); G); G) I d = 1, x)

where p(x, 0) = Pr(d = 1 l x, 0). What the data give us, apart from the transition process Pr(x' l x, d
1), which does not depend on 0 by assumption (10), is the choice probability s(x) = p(d = 1 I),
which is the mixture
(17)

V cEX,

s(x) =p(x, l)Pr(0=

lx)+p(x,O)Pr(0=0

1 ).

Finally, assumption (10) implies that if x' is a subsequent history of (x, d = 1),
=
Pr(x

Pr(0 = 1 x') =

x' xl

1)

) = Pr( = 1 l x, d = 1)

since x'I0 l x, d. Therefore,
(18)

Pr(0 = 1 1 x') = p(x, 1) Pr(0 =1 ( x) -

s(x)

p(x, 1) (1)

s(x)

which is the source of dynamic selection biases. The first part of the lemma is given by (16) and (17).
Q.E.D.
Use (18) in (17) to prove the last expression.
APPENDIX D: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7
Lemma 5 gives the structural restrictions. As there are three dates, there are now two sets of
Bellman equations for each type:
(19)

0 = 0, 1,

it*(x) = q(p(x, 0)) -0- -3E(R(q(p(x',

(20)

0 = 0, 1,

ut(x')

=

q(p(x', 0))- 0 -/PE(R(q(p(x",

0)))Ix, d = 1),

0)))Ix', d = 1),
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where additivity of individual effects is used. At the last period, heterogeneity is assumed to be
excluded from preferences (terminal date assumption). It implies that decisions may depend on 0
through past decisions x" but not directly:
(21)

V(x", 0),

p(x", 0) = s(x").

To eliminate u*(.), take differences in (19) and (20) between the two types, which yields
(22)

q(p(x, 1))-q(p(x,

(23)

q(p(x', 1))-q(p(x',

0)) = 1 +? E(R(q(p(x',

1)))

-

R(q(p(x', 0))) x, d = 1),

0)) = 1,

where the last equation is implied by (21).
Mixture equations are given by Lemma 5:
(24)

s(x) = p(x, 1)r(1) +p(x, 0)r(0),

(25)

s(x') =p(x', 1) p(x, 1)r(1) +p(X' O) p(x, 0)r (0)
s (x)
s(x)

The population "functions" s(x), s(x') are obtained from the data. Provided r(1) and ,B are given,
the four unknowns {p(x, 0), p(x, 1), p(x', 0), p(x', 1)} could be recovered from (22)-(25) if this system of equations is locally invertible. Invertibility is equivalent to rank conditions that we assume to
Q.E.D.
be satisfied. Once these unknowns are solved, u*(.) can be recovered from (19)-(20).
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